
Survival 

 

Message in а bottle 

Does anyone know the story of Robinson Crusoe or the film Castaway? (Elicit some of the details.) In small 

groups, imagine you have been shipwrecked on а desert island. Choose ten objects to save from the ship and 

explain why you chose them. Compare your list with another group.  

(On the board, draw а picture of а floating bottle with а rolled up message in it.) What is in the bottle? lt tells 

the story of someone's shipwreck on а desert island and consequent struggle for survival. In your groups, talk 

together and make notes about what is contained in the message and when it was sent, e.g. Left London June 

1757. Violent storm, South Pacific. No survivors, just me and cat. Found coconuts ...  

When you have finished, choose someone from your group to read out your message. As а whole class, decide 

which of the castaways you think most deserves to be rescued.  

In the same groups, discuss what you know about the day-to-day life on board а large sailing boat of that 

time. Talk about the following. 

duties,                   food,                  dangers,                  punishments,               warfare,                                    

equipment,          weapons 

 

 

Alive! 

Imagine you are drifting on а raft in the middle of the ocean. How would you survive? (Elicit as many of 

these issues as possible.) 

 

moving the raft,     navigation,     protection from the sun,      signals,      food,      water,      morale 

 

 

In three groups, imagine you are the survivors of а plane crash. The aircraft cannot be repaired but it did not 

catch fire. You don't know where the nearest people are. One of you has а broken leg. Agree the best plan for 

survival and make notes. I'm going to tell you what type of environment you find yourselves in. 

1 The middle of the desert                    2 The Amazon jungle                     3 The arctic 

 

 



Pass your plan to the next group. Can you spot any problems with their plan? Ask questions to check the 

details, and tel1 them where you think they went wrong. 

The great escape 

In two groups, design а regime for а high-security prison that no one will be able to escape from. Include а 

plan of the building, times the different activities happen (exercise time, lights out, etc.) and the visiting rights 

of the prisoners. Exchange plans with another group and work out how to escape from their prison.  

Work with а partner from the other group. Sit opposite each other across the table.  

Student А, you are visiting Student В in prison. You are going to help him/her to escape.  

Student В, tell Student А about your escape plans and arrange for the help you will need when you are outside 

the prison walls.  

Then swap roles. 

 

Project 

Look up wilderness survival skills on the Internet. Make notes about one of the survival tips you see. In the 

next lesson, get into groups and share what you have learnt.  

In the same groups, discuss how you would survive for а year in the wilderness. 

 


